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Quick setup

Using the unit

1. Slide off the pillow pad and remove the battery
cover.

1. Place the pillow pad underneath the pillow you
intend to sleep on.
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2. Insert the batteries the correct way up. The
orientation is marked in the battery compartment.

2. In the event of a fire, the pillow pad will vibrate
and the unit will flash. The word ‘fire’ will also be
present on the display.

3. Clip the battery cover into position.

If the alarm triggers
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If the unit enters fire alarm state when there
is no fire alarm sounding, pressing the ‘Alarm
on-off’ button will clear the fire state. If the unit
subsequently detects a sound it will trigger back
into fire state.

+

After use
Please remove the batteries before storing the
pillow alarm.
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Setting the time
1. Press and hold the ‘Set Time’ button.
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3. When the alarm triggers the pillow pad will
vibrate. Pressing the ‘Snooze’ button will pause the
alarm for five minutes.

2. Press the up or down buttons to set the time.
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Daily timed alarm

Displays

1. Press and hold the ‘Set Alarm’ button and use the
up and down buttons to set the alarm time.

Fire: When the unit is in a fire state, FIrE will be
displayed on the screen and the pillow alarm unit
will flash. The pillow pad will also vibrate with a
continuous pattern.
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2. To enable/disable the alarm at any instant, press
the ‘Alarm on-off’ button.

Alarm: When the timed alarm comes round, the
screen backlight will flash and the time will be
displayed on the screen. The pillow pad will also
vibrate with an interrupted pulse pattern.
Status LED: If the status LED is lit, the unit is
listening to a loud noise. If it is flashing on every
13 seconds, the acoustic circuit is disabled (see,
disabling the unit).
Low battery LED: If the low battery LED is lit,
the batteries are low and should be replaced
immediately.
Bell symbol: If the bell symbol is shown in the top
left hand corner of the screen, the alarm is enabled.
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